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ABSTRACT
In spoken dialog systems, number strings frequently carry

crucial information such as DATE, TIME, and PRICE. Yet
numbers are inherently difficult to recognize, partly because
reliable statistics for training a language model is hard to
obtain. In this paper, we take the advantage of the fact that
dialog systems perform some form of semantic parsing. We
use this parsing information to distinguish between the oc-
currences of number expressions in various semantic roles,
as for example between the word “one” in “one o’clock”,
“sunday june one” and “another one” to improve the perfor-
mance of the language model and thus reduce the error rate.
We process number expressions with the same spelling, but
different semantics, as separate language model tokens. We
have tested this approach in a speech recognition system
used as a part of a dialog system for the Air Travel domain.
In a controlled experiment, the proposed technique yields a
healthy 9.75% relative (overall) word error reduction on a
test set of 689 sentences, collected using a live telephony
Air Travel system.

1. INTRODUCTION

Class-based language models are often adopted to solve the
problem of data sparseness [1, 8, 9] in language model-
ing. Classes can be obtained automatically by maximizing
the mutual information between two adjacent classes [1]
or maximizing the likelihood of training text [9] based on
bigram statistics. The automatic clustering algorithm can
produce high-quality word-classes [1] for words with large
counts, but is intrinsically weak for low-count words since
frequency estimates are unreliable. In other developments,
Chelba and Jelinek [2, 3] explore syntactic parsing to im-
prove language modeling. Their model assigns probabilities
jointly to a word sequence and its parses. The probability
of the word sequence is then computed by normalizing the
joint probabilities over all parses in the search stack.

The scope of this paper is improving language models in
spoken dialog systems, where some form of semantic pars-
ing has to be performed in order to interpret meanings of

recognized speech. We make use of this parsing informa-
tion to tokenize language model training text. In this con-
text, the parser is used to help identify accurately language
model classes of words based on their meanings. In par-
ticular, statistical parsers are employed in IBM dialog sys-
tems [4], which computes the probability of a parse T given
a sentence S. It used to be that parse trees are solely used
by the dialog manager (See Figure 1) which extracts useful
semantic phrases to fill slots in dialog forms, and now we
want to use semantic parsing to improve language models.
As a first step of taking advantage of the presence of seman-
tic parsing, we focus on tokenization of verbalized numbers
in this paper. Training text is first processed by a shallow se-
mantic parser, and numbers are tokenized based on semantic
classes to which they belong. After this tokenization, a class
n-gram language model is built.

There are a couple of reasons why we start with num-
bers:

� Numbers are inherently difficult to model as reliable
statistics for training a language model is hard to ob-
tain;

� Accurate recognition of numbers is essential for real
applications as they frequently carry crucial informa-
tion, as in DATE, TIME or PRICE expressions.

� Numbers are highly ambiguous in senses in different
contexts. A semantic parser can be used to disam-
biguate senses of numbers and provide us with high-
quality number classes for “free”.

We will start with a brief description of our shallow
semantic parser and then show how it can be utilized to
modify tokenization of language model training text. We
will also report parsing and tokenization accuracy and show
that the speech recognizer can benefit from this semantic-
motivated tokenization.
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2. SHALLOW SEMANTIC PARSING

The role of semantic parsing in IBM spoken dialog sys-
tems [4] is illustrated in Figure 1. It takes an sentence S out-
put by the speech recognizer and produces (possibly many)
parse trees T 1.

Dialog Manager
i want ...

speech Sematic Parser        Recognizer text tree

Figure 1: The role of semantic parsing in IBM dialog sys-
tems

2.1. Decision-tree Based Parser

Semantic parsing is done by a bottom-up, decision-tree based
statistical parser [7, 5]. The decision tree models compute
the conditional probability of a parse T given a sentence S.
The parse T is decomposed as a series of atomic actions:
either selecting a pre-terminal label (or tag), or selecting a
non-terminal label, or extending a tag or non-terminal label
up, left, or right. Given a parse tree T , there exists a unique
sequence of actions; Vice versa, one can reconstruct a parse
tree given a valid sequence of actions. Therefore, a parse
T can be equivalently represented by a sequence of actions
fai : i = 1; � � � ; nTg, and the probability of T given S is

P (T jS) =

nTY

i=1

P (aijS; Ti�1); (1)

where ai is the ith action of T , nT is the total number
of actions of T , and Ti�1 is partial parse encoded by ac-
tions a

1
; a

2
; � � � ; ai�1. Training a parser means construct-

ing these conditional distributionsP (a ijS; Ti�1) from a cor-
pus of annotated sentences, and parsing is searching for the
most likely sequence of actions given a sentence.

The sequence of actions corresponding to a parse tree T

is determined in a bottom-up left-most (BULM) order. Take
the parse tree in Figure 2 as an example, the first action is
predicting the pre-terminal wd for the first word “fly”, then
predicting the direction of extending the pre-terminal label
wd. Once a node is assigned a label and its extension, it is
complete, and the parser moves on to the next incomplete
node – in this case, the word “to”. When there is a left-
extension (corresponding to closing a constituent), a new
node is created and we predict its label and extension (ex-
cept the root of a parse tree) in turn. For example, after
predicting the left-extension for the pre-terminal city of
the word “york”, we create a new node and predict the non-
terminal label LOC and its extension. Notice that a decision
tree can ask questions about the exposed partial parse Ti�1

1Parsing is actually done in two steps [4]. The shallow semantic parser
here is what called classer in [4]

when predicting ai. In Figure 2, for instance, when pre-
dicting the pre-terminal for “before”, Ti�1 is everything en-
closed in the oval and decision trees can ask questions about
constructs inside the oval (besides words on the right of the
word “before”). The probability of the parse is simply the
product of probabilities of these actions.

wd city citywd wd
onbefore   one   pm

LOC

fly yorknew to 

S

timerng

TIME

timereltime month date

october one

DATE

Figure 2: Shallow parse tree: an example

3. TOKENIZATION OF NUMBERS

In this section, we will describe how we re-tokenize num-
bers in language modeling training data. Given an input
sentence, the shallow semantic parser described in the last
section outputs its parse trees. Our approach is to take these
parse trees, and “flatten” constituents that we want to re-
tokenize. Figure 3 illustrates the process of re-tokenizing
language model training text.

LM training
.. ONE@DATECAR ..

shallow parser
text 

Tokenizer
.. one ..

vocab

Figure 3: Tokenizer takes output from the shallow parser
and convert a tree into linear word sequence with new tok-
enization

The first step is to define sub-vocabularies for differ-
ent senses of numbers. For numbers conveying meaning
DATE, we define three types of sub-vocabularies: DATE-
ORD for ordinal dates, DATECAR for cardinal dates, and
DATEYEAR for numbers representing YEAR. For num-
bers conveying meaning TIME, we define two categories:
TIMEHOUR for hours and TIMEMIN for minutes. Table 1
lists DATE- and TIME-related numbers. The third column
are some of sample words under new tokenization. As can
be seen, these words are differentiated from their normal
spellings by appending a semantic tag. We will illustrate
this process by going through the example in Figure 2.

The output tree of the shallow semantic parser in Fig-
ure 2 is passed to the tokenizer. For the sentence in Figure 2,
the tree (in Penn-tree bank style) is

[S fly_wd to_wd [LOC new_city york_city



category Sample Input Output
DATEORD first FIRST@DATEORD
DATECAR one ONE@DATECAR

DATEYEAR two thousand TWO THOUSAND
@DATEYEAR

TIMEHOUR one ONE@TIMEHOUR
TIMEMIN one ONE@TIMEMIN

Table 1: Numbers are tokenized based on their semantic
categories: the 2nd column are sample input words to the
tokenizer and the 3rd column are corresponding output

LOC] [TIME before_reltime one_time
pm_timerng TIME] on [DATE october_month
one_date DATE] S].

Then we extract constituents for which we want to retok-
enize – in this case, “[TIME before reltime one time
pm timerng TIME]” and “[DATE october month one date
DATE]”. The tokenizer scans words within each constituent
and converts numbers in the defined categories (see Table 1)
into their corresponding new tokenization. In our example,
the first word “before” is not a number and is unchanged
in the output except that the pre-terminal tag reltime is
stripped. The second word “one” is tagged as time and is
one of the words on TIMEHOUR vocabulary, so it will be
retokenized as “ONE@TIMEHOUR”. In general, for TIME
phrases, the tokenizer looks for adjacent numbers tagged
as time and converts them into new tokenization. The
tokenizer has to examine adjacent numbers because there
could be more than one “time points” in a TIME phrase.
A typical example is time interval like “from eight thirty
to eleven forty five”, whose new tokenization is “FROM
EIGHT@TIMEHOUR THIRTY@TIMEMIN TO ELEVEN-
@TIMEHOUR FORTY@TIMEMIN FIVE@TIMEMIN”.
Similarly, for DATE phrases, the tokenizer looks for ad-
jacent words tagged as date and converts them into ei-
ther “@DATEORD” or “@DATECAR”, depending upon a
number is ordinal or cardinal. Words not marked as part of
numerical expressions keep their regular tokenization.

After this tokenization, we train a regular class-based
interpolated trigram language model [1, 6] on the result-
ing text, where semantic-motivated numbers form natural
classes.

4. RESULTS

4.1. Tokenization Accuracy

Since numbers will be tokenized based on their semantic
classes, it is important to know how accurate the shallow
semantic parser is. To this end, we take the shallow seman-
tic parser used in an Air Travel conversation system and test

it on a set of 2126 sentences. The parser is trained with
about 25 thousand annotated sentences. The parser achieves
95:2% accuracy at sentence level – that is, a parse is correct
if and only if it matches completely its corresponding hu-
man annotation. For the purpose of tokenizing numbers for
language modeling, we are most interested in accuracy of
constituents containing numbers. The most two important
number-related semantic classes are DATE and TIME. We
tabulate precision and recall of DATE and TIME classes on
this test set in Table 2.

class Precision Recall
DATE 324/332 (97.6%) 324/334 (97.0%)
TIME 368/375 (98.1%) 368/378 (97.4%)

Table 2: Quality of tokenization: precision and recall for
DATE and TIME phrases

Overall the precision/recall of tokenization is around 97=98%.
Note that precision and recall in Table 2 are computed over
all DATE and TIME constituents that contain numbers. Those
DATE (like “monday next week”) and TIME (like “any time
in the morning”) phrases that do not contain numbers are ex-
cluded since the tokenizer will leave these words untouched.
Not all parsing errors result in tokenization errors. For ex-
ample, “july six through tenth” is one DATE phrase in “truth”,
and is parsed as “[DATE july month six date] through wd
[DATE tenth date DATE]” – two separate DATE phrases.
However, the final tokenization will be the same as that of
truth.

4.2. Recognition Results

We test the proposed technique in the speech recognizer of
a telephony conversational system in AirTravel domain. We
train two language models with normal and the proposed
tokenization while keeping unchanged all other factors, in-
cluding the acoustic model, the decoder, size of language
model training data and other tunable system parameters.
The speech recognizer has a vocabulary of about four thou-
sand words, and language models are trained with a corpus
of 400K words. The two models are tested on a test set
which consists of 689 sentences and 2882 words. The test
set was collected using a live system. We use a real time
recognizer so that word error rate (WER) reported here re-
flects “real” performance of the system. Table 3 summarizes
WERs of two language models, where “n-TOK” represents
the result with normal tokenization, and “s-TOK” the result
with semantic-motivated tokenization of numbers.

In the following we list a few errors that are corrected by
the new LM. The three lines with leading letters “T”, “B”
and “A” represent “Truth”, decoding result “Before” and
“After” semantic-motivated tokenization, respectively. The



LM WER
n-TOK 23.08%
s-TOK 20.83%

Table 3: Word error rates: n-TOK – LM with normal tok-
enization; s-TOK – LM with semantic-motivated tokeniza-
tion

first and second are examples where new tokenization helps
directly. It is interesting to note that new tokenization some-
time improves the recognition accuracy on non-numerical
words as well. The third example below shows that the
new model can pick the right homonym from “TWO” and
“TO”. Note that this is an important error to correct since
“MAY FOURTH TWO” will make it difficult for the se-
mantic parser to identify that it is a DATE phrase, while
the absence of “TO” will make it difficult to decide whether
“SAN ANTONIO” is a departure or destination city.

� T: JANUARY TWENTY EIGHT
B: JANUARY TWENTIETH DAY
A: JANUARY TWENTY EIGHT

� T: FEBRUARY FIRST
B: FEBRUARY
A: FEBRUARY FIRST

� T: I WOULD LIKE A FLIGHT FROM NEW YORK
LA GUARDIA AIRPORT ON THURSDAY MAY
FOURTH TO SAN ANTONIO TEXAS
B: I’D LIKE TO FLY FROM NEW YORK LA-
GUARDIA AIRPORT ON THURSDAY MAY FOURTH

TWO SAN ANTONIO TEXAS
A: YES I’D LIKE TO FLY FROM NEW YORK LA-
GUARDIA AIRPORT ON THURSDAY MAY FOURTH

TO SAN ANTONIO TEXAS

5. CONCLUSION

In spoken dialog systems, some form of semantic parsing is
necessary to extract meanings from recognized speech. We
have shown in this paper that language model can benefit
from this parser. Because of importance of recognizing cor-
rectly numbers in real applications, we start with tokenizing
numbers based on their semantic categories, which is pro-
vided by a statistical shallow semantic parser. The process
effectively “flattens” a parse tree and encodes the semantic
category of a number in its new tokenization. While simple,
the proposed technique leads to a decent 9:75% relative er-
ror reduction on a test set collected using a live Air Travel

system. Another advantage is that there is no need to mod-
ify the decoder with the new language model.

The proposed tokenization method is not necessarily lim-
ited by availability of a statistical parser. Identification of
semantic phrases can be done, for instance, by a context-
free grammar. Finally, we believe that semantic parsing
can be integrated more tightly with speech recognizer and
dialog manager components. Re-tokenization of language
model training text is a first step towards this goal.
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